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PREMIUM AUTOMATIC MORTAR MIXER 

REF 111-100007/2 

196-1/196-3 

Designed for the automatic production of cycles of mortar kneading and pure cement paste 

standardized. 

Meets standards specifications EN 196-1, EN 196-3,EN 459-2, EN 480, EN 1744, EN 1015-11, EN 

13454-2, EN ISO 679, ASTM C109/C109M, ASTM C305, AASHTO T 162, DIN 1164-5, NF P15-314, 

BS 3892-1, BS 4551-1 

 
Benefits:  

Robust equipment for intensive use.  

Ergonomics optimized to make it easier to use  

Touch screen incorporating a simplified program selection menu and indication of the current 

kneading cycle.  
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General Features:  

Includes 4 pre-programmed kneading cycles to EN and ASTM standards.  

The ability to include user-free configuration programs, to run kneading cycles based on the 

specific needs of the customer, standards not provided for in the configuration or search tests. 

Electronic module with 4.3' touchscreen (480x272) with dust and water protection IP66, for 

control and programming of mixing cycles, intuitive, safe and easy to use.  

Automatic gear change depending on the program chosen.  

Rotation speed adjustable with an electronic frequency dimmer. This allows you to establish 

the desired speed directly on the screen in a precise way. 

Automatic opening of the sand hopper controlled by the electronic control module. Distributor 

of liquid or solid additives  

Safety system for detecting the correct positioning of the container  

Emergency stop button in accordance with CE Safety Directors 

 

  Automatic hourglass    Touch screen 4.3''       Optimized user interface    Viewing the kneading sequence 

Technical specifications:  

Slow beater rotation speed: 140 - 5 min-1  

Fast beater rotation speed: 285 - 10 min-1  

Slow planetary speed: 62 - 5 min-1  

Fast planetary speed: 125 - 10 min -1  

Free planetary speed: 6 to 125 min-1 (manually free programming)  

Free drummer rotation speed: 15 to 285 min-1 (manually free programming)  

Ecart bowl / drummer - 3-1mm.  

Food: monophasic - earth. AC 240 V - 50/60 Hz  

Power: 500 W  

Dimensions (width x depth x height): 440 x 630 x 795 (h) mm  
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Net weight: 93 kg 

Items included:  

Sand pouring hopper with automatic actuation by the control module 

Stainless steel container with a capacity of about 5 l with handles. 

Standard-compliant planetary stainless steel mixer 

Safety screen that prevents access to the kneading area when the container is in the working 

position.   

Plastic spatula for manual scraping 

 

5-litre stainless steel bowl    Inoxydable steel beater    hourglass or additive flow and fast- 

with protective casing         hanging mixer system 


